New Improved Anti-Backlash Neckring Mechanism

With:

1. Needle bearings on the main shaft
2. Seals in the end bearings
3. Split gear

The New Maul Anti-Backlash Neckring Mechanism has been in the field many years and has proven it optimizes the capabilities over the existing 601 series by reducing incidence of split finishes, wear on the guide rings and maintaining parallel neckring arms over many years of life. It has become the preferred neckring mechanism by Glass Companies throughout the Industry.

Maul has made available additional improvements for your benefit. The split gear offers the opportunity of replacement in the field if there is premature wear or damage to the teeth.

The needle bearings improve the life and the seals improve the performance by giving more positive opening of the neckings and reducing the impact against the end caps. Mechanisms can be ordered as Assembly No. 759-5149-721 by calling 800-257-0411 Ext. 252.